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Two individual but related problems involving levee breach flow are studied. The 
first one involves experimental and dynamic modeling of steady flow through a levee 
breach, and the second one involves experimental investigation of flood management by 
an engineered levee breach. Both studies are conducted in the Hydraulics Laboratory, the 
University of South Carolina. 
In the first problem, an idealized levee breach on a trapezoidal 
embankment was studied. Flow data including water depths, surface velocities, and flow 
discharges were collected from 28 experiments considering different cases of breach width 
and downstream water depth. Ultrasonic sensors were used to record the water depth in the 
channel and the breach. The water surface velocity was measured using a particle tracking 
velocity method. A one-dimensional theoretical model was developed to predict levee 
breach flow. This model is based on the conservation of mass and momentum in two 
control volumes. For known upstream flow discharge, water depth, and the downstream 
stage, the model predicts the breach discharge and the average flow depth along the breach. 
Two model coefficients were calibrated by using the experimental data, namely, the 
interfacial shear force coefficient between the two control volumes and the separation shear 
force coefficient in the channel downstream of the breach. The proposed model shows 
satisfactory performance against an additional set of experimental data. 
 
vi 
In the second problem, flood management using engineered levee breach was 
studied. Laboratory experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of the inflow 
hydrograph characteristics, breach opening, tailwater depth, and floodplain storage volume 
on flood attenuation. The inflow hydrograph was controlled by a computer-controlled 
valve allowing for various peak discharges, hydrograph shapes and flood durations in the 
channel. Two approaches were used to generate the hydrograph. In the first approach three 
different inflow hydrographs having the same volume of water, but different durations 
were released. In the second approach, three different inflow hydrographs that had different 
volumes of water, but different durations were released. Three different breach widths - 
0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 m - were considered by instantaneously opening a gate. Three different 
areas of flood basin (9, 6 m2, and open floodplain) were tested for each hydrograph and 
breach width. Both active and passive flood management scenarios were considered. In the 
active flood management scenario, the breach was created instantaneously as the flood 
wave approached breach location. In the passive management scenario, the floodgate was 
already open, and the floodplain had the same water depth as the main channel prior to the 
arrival of the flood wave. The engineered levee breach provided a reduction of flood stage 
both upstream and downstream of the breach by modifying the flood wave. Dimensional 
analysis has been done to express the reduction of flood stage as a function of the breach 
width, channel width, distance of the target location from the breach centerline, hydrograph 
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1.1.  Motivation 
A flood may occur in an area that is normally dry due to high precipitation rate, 
melting ice and snow in a mountain, storm surge, a dam failure or a levee breach. Extensive 
damage and loss in property and lives often accompany floods. Many historic floods have 
occurred recently in the USA and around the world. On the basis of population density and 
GDP per capita, Jongman et al. (2012) estimated a total global exposure to river and coastal 
flooding of 46 trillion USD in 2010. By 2050, these numbers are projected to increase to 
158 trillion USD. In the United States, for instance, Hurricane Harvey, 2017 in Houston, 
Texas caused 68 fatalities, displaced 30000 people, destroyed 200000 homes and 
businesses with estimated damage of 126.3 billion dollars.  
Levees and flood walls are constructed to protect major cities from design floods. 
However, these protection structures may fail during historic floods due to storms and snow 
melt and cause fatalities and extensive property damages. A few examples of such floods 
are the 1927 and 1993 Mississippi floods that affected vast areas in the Midwest, the 2010 
flood in Pakistan  (LaRocque et al. 2013).  Many levees in the USA were constructed more 
than a hundred years ago by non-engineers to stop the flood of water from the rivers. The 
levees need regular maintenance to keep them safe especially in the vicinity of urban areas 
to protect people and infrastructure from flood damage.
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Climate change appears to have led to an increase in the frequency and intensity of 
extreme weather events such as hurricanes, storms, and tornadoes. In Aug. 29, 2005, 
Hurricane Katrina hit the city of New Orleans, Louisiana and several levees that protect 
the city failed causing an unprecedented disaster as about 80% of the city flooded 
(Kunreuther 2006). 300,000 homes were destroyed completely. The flood damage in New 
Orleans was about 104 billion dollars and over1800 people perished (ToDAY, n.d.). Figure 
1.1 (Alchetron 2005) and Figure 1.2 (Sharp, n.d.) show part of New Orleans, Louisiana 
before and after August 29, 2005. Figure 1.3 New Orleans, Louisiana 2005 (Britannica 2019) 
shows an aerial view of down town New Orleans before Hurrican Katrina and Figure 1.4, 
shows the same one day after the flooding caused by levee breach (Encyclopædia 
Britannica 2019). Other recent examples of historic floods in recent years include those 
caused by Hurricane Sandy in 2012 that hit New York and New Jersey, Hurricane Joaquin 
in 2015 that caused historic rain and flood in South Carolina, and Hurricane Florence in 
2018 in Carolinas.  
The degree of damage in floods caused by levee breach depends strongly on the 
amount of breach discharge and the water depth within the breach area. It is necessary to 
correctly estimate the breach discharge and water depth at the breach in order to effectively 
and efficiently close the breach and manage the flood in the adjacent floodplains.  
When a large population center or an important infrastructure is threatened by the 
high water level in a river, part of the levee is breached intentionally to attenuate the flood 
at target locations. An example of such an engineered levee breach is the Birds Point- New 
Madrid Floodway. The performance of an intentional levee breach may depend on the size 
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of the breach, area of floodplain basin, the volume of water that is diverted, and duration 
of the flood. 
Managing inland and coastal flooding has been a long-standing challenge. 
Traditionally, reservoirs have been used to provide the storage necessary to mitigate floods 
in urban systems, but for many reasons, this may not be a favourable solution in this day 
and age. An alternative is to set aside portions of the floodplain that can be filled with water 
during floods (Jaffe and Sanders 2001a). In addition, to help attenuate floods, temporary 
storage in floodways offer benefits to fisheries, wetlands, wildlife, and agriculture 
(Sommer et al. 2001). Floodways are parts of the floodplain that can be activated during 
an extreme event to store and convey flood water. Examples include the Yolo and Sutter 
Bypass near Sacramento, California, the Red River Floodway near Winnipeg, Canada, the 
Morganza Floodway near Morganza, Louisiana, and the Birds Point-New Madrid 
Floodway (NMF) near Cairo, Illinois. The Yolo Bypass is used for agricultural purposes 
most of the year, but during the flood season, it is used for storage and conveyance (Jaffe 
and Sanders 2001a).  
Figure 1.5 (California Water n.d.) shows Yolo Bypass's location during flood March 
2011. The Birds Point-New Madrid floodway is designed to prevent the Mississippi River 
and Tributary (MR&T) project design flood from exceeding the design elevation on the 
Mississippi River levees in the vicinity of the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers. 
The floodway not only protects Cairo, Illinois but also 2.5 million acres of land in Missouri, 
Arkansas, Kentucky and Tennessee (Engineers and Mississippi Valley Division 2019). 
Figure 1.6 (USGS 2011) shows the floodplain area before and after the flood. Despite the 
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potential of flood mitigation by controlled levee breach, there is a lack of systematic study 
of the problem under controlled conditions. 
1.2. Literature Review 
This section presents a review of the literature on levee breach flow under steady 
flow conditions, flow convergence and division at an open channel junction, and flood 
attenuation by intentional levee breaches.  
1.2.1. Steady flow through a levee breach  
The catastrophic New Orleans Flood in 2005 during Hurricane Katrina was due to 
the failure of several levees that could not withstand the highwater level in the surrounding 
water bodies, mainly Lake Pontchartrain. A 122 m wide levee failure occurred at the east 
side of the 17th Street Canal, near the Hammond Highway Bridge. This particular breach 
of the levee and I-wall disproportionately contributed to the overall flooding of the 
Metropolitan Orleans East Bank protected basin; more than half of the loss of life, and a 
similar fraction of the overall damages occurred in this heavily populated basin. 
Floodwaters continued to stream through this breach for two and a half days (Seed et al. 
2008), (LaRocque et al. 2013). Sattar, Kassem, and Chaudhry (2008) identified the reasons 
for failure to close the breach over an extended period and studied various breach closure 
procedures for the 17th Street levee breach site using a 1:50 scale physical model. 
LaRocque, Imran, and Chaudhry (2013) used the scale physical model to study the detailed 
flow field in the breach section and the flooded basin. Others (e.g., USACE 2017) have 
extensively studied the failure mechanism of the New Orleans levee system by a 
combination of field-based forensic study and centrifuge modelling.  
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Several experimental studies on levee/earthen-embankment failure have been 
reported (e.g., Coleman, Andrews, and Webby (2002); Franca and Almeida (2002); 
Chinnarasri et al. (2003); Rozov (2003), Feliciano Cestero, Imran, and Chaudhry (2015), 
Asghari et al. (2017), Elalfy, Tabrizi, and Chaudhry (2017)). ASCE (2011) summarizes 
over 700 test runs on embankment dams, levees, and sea-dikes breaching conducted since 
the 1960s. A majority of these tests involved small-scale, non-cohesive and homogeneous 
embankments with overtopping as the failure mechanism. The number of studies on levee 
breach (main flow direction parallel to the embankment crest) is far fewer compared to 
dam breach (main flow direction perpendicular to the embankment crest). Recently, 
Kakinuma and Shimizu (2014) conducted four large-scale experiments on riverine levee 
breach with a variation of inflow rate, levee material, and levee shape. (Elalfy, Tabrizi, and 
Chaudhry 2017) conducted numerical and experimental modelling of levee breach 
including slumping failure of the breach sides. Riahi-Nezhad (2013) conducted 
experiments and developed an analytical model for predicting breach discharge and water 
depth at the breach for a channel with vertical sidewalls. The analytical model of Riahi-
Nezhad (2013) was based on the model of Shabayek, Steffler, and Hicks (1999) for 
dividing open channel flow.  
Elalfy (2015) studied a general case of levee breach in a rectangular channel. He 
developed a numerical model to solve shallow-water equations by applying a finite-
difference scheme. A comparison between numerical and experimental results was done. 
In addition, a comparison between one-dimensional and two-dimensional approaches has 
also been done. Elalfy et al. (2018) studied two cases of levee breach with constant 
rectangular and trapezoidal channel cross sections. The 2D shallow-water model equations 
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and spatially varied flow equations are used in the numerical model. Elalfy et al. (2018) 
simulated different cases with a variation of breach width, downstream breach crest, and 
discharges in the main channel. The 2D shallow water model gave better prediction 
compared to the 1D spatially varied model.  
Because of the similarity between lateral flow in a levee breach and that in a dividing 
channel junction, the literature on the latter is reviewed here as well. Experimental and 
analytical modelling of dividing open channel flow at a junction date back to the work of 
(Taylor 1944). The work focused on the depth ratio between the upstream branch and the 
downstream channel. A graphical solution for the specific case of right-angle junctions was 
proposed by Taylor (1944) based on experimental observation. Webber and Greated (1966) 
studied the general characteristics of flow in an open-channel junction. They used the 
conformal mapping method to analyse the flow pattern through the region of channel 
junction. Webber and Greated (1966) were able to theoretically predict the location of the 
stagnation point at the upstream corner of the channel junction and the zone of separation. 
They also developed a method for estimating the relative loss of energy across the channel 
junction. Best and Reid (1984) presented results from an experimental study on the 
separation zone in open channel junctions. Four junction angles, 15o, 45o, 70o, and 90o were 
studied. They observed that the separation zone width and length increase with an increase 
in the discharge ratio. Ramamurthy, Carballada, and Tran (1988) applied separate 
momentum equations of flow in the branch and lateral channels. The flow was considered 
critical in the downstream branch. The lateral momentum contribution increased when the 
lateral discharge ratio increased. Furthermore, the coefficient of momentum correction was 
found to be about 1.20, independent of the Froude number and lateral discharge ratio. 
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Ramamurthy, Tran, and Carballada (1990) developed a model of flow division at a right-
angle junction in rectangular open channels. The momentum transfer in the main channel, 
downstream depth in the main channel and discharge ratio were estimated as functions of 
the Froude number in the upstream main channel and downstream of the junction. Gurram, 
Karki, and Hager (1997) conducted experiments to study the flow pattern in channel 
junctions for subcritical and transitional flows. Three angles of the junction were 
considered in their work: 30o, 60o and 90o, and the Froude number of tailwater were 0.25, 
0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. In addition, five discharge ratios were used: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. 
They performed a momentum analysis, which provided an equation for the prediction of 
water depth increase across the junction. Barkdoll, Hagen, and Odgaard (1998) presented 
a comparison between velocity and water surface elevation in free surface open channel 
flow and in symmetry-plane in duct flow in T-Junction. They found that up to 2.1% of 
super elevation of the water surface was caused by the centrifugal force. Hsu, Wu, and Lee 
(1998a) describe a one-dimensional approach to find upstream water depth at the right-
angle junction of subcritical open channel flow. In their study, the experimental results and 
one-dimensional prediction of the momentum and energy correction coefficients correlated 
well. Hsu, Lee, and Cheng (1998b) developed a model to predict flows in a channel with 
junction angles of 30o, 40o and 50o. Weber, Schumate, and Mawer (2001) conducted a 
comprehensive experimental study and provided a data set for three velocity components, 
water surface profile, and turbulence stress for combining flow at a 90o open channel 
intersection. 
Shabayek, Steffler, and Hicks (1999) developed an analytical model of dividing 
junction flow based on the conservation of mass and momentum principles applied to two 
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control volumes. Shabayek, Steffler, and Hicks (2002) followed up with an analytical 
model of combining channel flow based on the same principles. They considered 
hydrostatic pressure force, interfacial shear force, separation drag, and bed drag in the 
momentum conservation equations in a 1D framework. Shabayek, Steffler, and Hicks 
(2002) derived empirical equations for interfacial shear coefficient (K*) and separation 
zone coefficient (K) based on experimental results available in the literature.  
Jianchun, Weber, and Lai (2002) reported a three-dimensional numerical modeling 
study of combining flow in open-channel junctions. The model was validated using data 
from (Weber, Schumate, and Mawer 2001).  Ramamurthy, QU, and Vo (2007) presented 
a three-dimensional model of turbulent flow to investigate the flow characteristics in a 
dividing open channel flow. The results show that the separation zone length and width in 
the branch channel decrease when the discharge ratio (branch discharge over upstream 
discharge) increases. Near the bottom of the channel, the separation zone is smaller than 
that near the surface. Ramamurthy, QU, and Vo (2007) also stated that separation zone 
may appear downstream of the junction and the length and width of the separation zone 
increase with an increase in discharge ratio.  
Pirzadeh and Shamloo (2007) applied a CFD package, FLUENT, software to 
simulate 2D and 3D lateral intake flow. They compared their numerical results with 
experimental measurements in a lateral intake. Both 2D and 3D simulations gave a good 
agreement with the data. Yu et al. (2009) provided a two-dimensional numerical simulation 
of the flood propagation at the levee breach under complex boundary conditions and 
unsteady process of flood in a river and in a dry floodplain. Yang et al. (2009) studied the 
separation zone characteristics in a river confluence. This study showed that the size of the 
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separation zone changes with the discharge ratio and water depth. Savant et al. (2011) 
presented an implicit finite-element model of the dam and levee breach flow by applying 
a pseudo-transient continuation (PTC) flow model concept. Verification of this model was 
done against real-world test cases and an analytical model. Van Emelen et al. (2012) 
presented a finite-volume numerical model of two-dimensional depth-averaged equations 
of open channel flow. They simulated flood in a scale physical model of an urban area and 
found that the transient part of the flood is very short compared with the long flood 
duration.  
1.2.2. Engineered Levee Breach 
The floodplain storage is one of the effective ways to hold part of the volume of flood 
water during the flood period, thus reducing the peak discharge (De Paola and Marini 
2011). Moreover, the detention floodplain basins have become a primary tool for 
environmental and stormwater management at the watershed scale (Del Giudice et al. 
2014). Major examples of floodwater diversion in the USA include the Yolo bypass in in 
Sacramento Valley and the Birds Point-New Madrid Floodway (BP-NMF) in Missouri, 
and the Atchafalaya Basin Floodway in Louisiana. The Yolo bypass in California’s 
Sacramento Valley, not only protects the state’s capital of Sacramento and other nearby 
cities from flood, but also provides important habitat for the native flora and fauna (e.g., 
Feyrer, Sommer, and Harrell (2006), Hydrobiologia 573, Sommer et al. (2001), Fisheries 
26 (8)). The routine operation of Yolo Bypass provides a favourable condition for the 
wildlife habitat and the cropland. The BP-NMF, on the other hand, has been operated only 
twice during the last 80 years. In 2011, the BP-NMF was activated through the explosive 
detonation of the ‘fuse plug portion of its levees, resulting in elevated property and 
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economic damages, crop losses, and litigation. The operation was disruptive to the 
cropland, the natural environment, and the wildlife habitat (Walker 2016). Controlled data 
and practical tools on floodway operations are limited.  
De Martino and De Paola (2010) conducted experimental research on off-stream 
floodplain storage for two cases of rectangular side weir as flood relief mechanism: with 
and without the floodplain being submerged. In the case of submerged rectangular side 
weir, the flood wave moved from the storage basin back to the channel. McEnroe (1992) 
studied the relationship between the sizing of detention reservoirs and the reduction of peak 
flood discharge using reservoir routing analysis. The analysis showed that the required 
storage to flood volume is determined primarily by the ratio of peak outflow to peak inflow, 
the outlet type, and the inflow hydrograph shape. McEnroe (1992) found that the overflow 
outlet is less effective than a submerged outlet in that less detention storage is needed to 
achieve the same reduction in peak flood discharge for the same inflow hydrograph. Guo 
(1999) mentioned that retention and detention basins are used as a storage facility to control 
the quality and quantity of storm water. Guo (2012) observed that the required off-stream 
detention volume is maximized by the rainfall event longer than the time of concentration 
of the tributary area. In comparison, the off-stream detention volume can be significantly 
less than an in-stream, depending on the flow-through capacity in the downstream channel 
(Guo 2012). A design procedure to maximize the off-stream detention volume, to size the 
flow-diversion weir, and to set the floodgate operation on the equalizer conduit was also 
presented by (Guo 2012). Topa, Giugni, and De Paola (2015) studied the effect of an off-
stream floodplain storage volume on peak flood reduction. They conducted experimental 
measurements by varying the geometric characteristics of the weir and compared results 
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with those inferred from a one-dimensional numerical model. Rifai et al. (2018) conducted 
laboratory experiments to study overtopping induced levee breaching. They investigated 
the effects of floodplain tailwater on the breach expansion and the outflow discharge. Using 
the recorded data, they proposed a simplified regression model relating the breach 
stabilization time and the final breach width to the floodplain confinement and inflow 
Froude number in the main channel. 
Sanders and Katopodes (1999 a,b) used adjoint sensitivity methods founded on 1D 
and 2D shallow water equations in a series of computational experiments and demonstrated 
that active mitigation of unimodal flood waves can be achieved by selective boundary flow 
withdrawal. Jaffe and Sanders (2001b) studied flood mitigation by engineered levee 
breach. Their hypothesis was that the rapid filling of the floodplain creates a dynamic wave 
action that can be tactically controlled to reduce peak flood stage in key areas. They 
combined a least-square-type objective function with the shallow water equations to 
examine the roles of flood plain storage, breach size, flood discharge, flood duration, and 
breach timing in the optimal design of engineered levee breaches. The functional 
relationship between the object functions and the variables of interest was expressed as  J 
= F (Qf, Tf, As, Lb, n, So, Wc, tb) where J = objective function; Qf = flood discharge; Tf = 
flood wave period; As = floodplain storage basin area; n = Manning coefficient; So= bed 
slope; tb = time of the breach, and Tf and Wc are the characteristic time and length scales. 
The results from their simulations showed that substantial flood stage reduction can be 
achieved with an engineered breach. Shome and Steffler (2006) developed a theoretical 
model to estimate the velocity of flood wave and lateral flow volume that leave the main 
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channel going to the floodplain. The considerable promise of engineered levee breach 
notwithstanding, there is a lack. 
1.3. Research Objective 
The present work focuses on two individual problems. The first problem involves an 
experimental and analytical model of steady flow through a levee breach. Although this 
area of research has received considerable attention, there is a lack of data and only a few 
models were developed to predict levee breach flow. The main objective and goal of the 
first study are to obtain a data set on levee breach flow and adapt a one-dimensional 
dynamic model of flow division in a branching channel to predict breach discharge and 
depth of water in the breach.  
An idealized physical model was constructed in the Hydraulics Laboratory, the 
University of South  Carolina with a half-trapezoidal cross section. Tests were conducted 
with one discharge, four different breach openings, and seven different downstream stages. 
A comprehensive set of data was collected from 28 experiments. The data include the water 
depth in the upstream, downstream, and the breach, and surface velocity. An analytical 
model for dividing flows in open channel junctions is adapted to predict flow division at a 
breached levee. The model considers the conservation of mass and momentum in two 
control volumes. The 1D approach ignores the junction angle but considers width change, 
separation zone shear force, drag forces, interfacial shear force, and hydrostatic pressure 
forces. The experimental data are utilized to calibrate model coefficients. The calibrated 
model is then validated against a separate set of data.  
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The second study focuses on collecting and analyzing an extensive set of data on 
engineered levee breach flow by conductive controlled laboratory experiments.  An 11 m 
long 0.4 m wide rectangular channel with an attached flood basin was constructed for this 
study. A head tank with a volume of 8 m3 was used to feed water to the channel using two 
pipes. The 6-inch-diameter pipe was used to maintain a steady flow rate of 0.004 m3/s and 
the 8-inch-diameter pipe was used to generate an unsteady flood hydrograph using a 
computer-controlled valve. Calibrated digital manometers attached to each pipe provided 
the flow rate reading in each pipe. Water depth was measured at four different target points 
located along the channel. A set of ultrasonic distance profilers were installed at the target 
locations to measure the water depth. An additional profiler was installed near the 
downstream calibrated weir to continuously monitor the channel outflow discharge. Six 
different inflow hydrographs, three different breach width, active and passive flood 
management, and three different storage volumes including an infinite flood basin area are 
considered. Using dimensional analysis and a multi-variate regression method, non-
dimensional water depth at target locations is expressed as a function of inflow hydrograph 
characteristics, breach width, the distance of the target location and floodplain storage area. 





Figure 1.1 17th Street Canal, New Orleans, Louisiana before Hurricane Katrina 
(Alchetron 2005) 
 






Figure 1.3 New Orleans, Louisiana 2005 (Britannica 2019) 
 






Figure 1.5 Yolo Bypass flooding in March 2011 (California Water n.d.) 
 
 







2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 
The experimental setup and procedure are described in this chapter. The experiments 
were conducted in the Hydraulics Laboratory, the University of South Carolina. The setup 
for the steady flow through levee breach experiments was used previously by Elalfy, 
Tabrizi, and Chaudhry (2017) to study the evolution of a levee breach. In the present case, 
the breach was considered to be already developed, did not contain any erodible material, 
and was fully open for the duration of the experiment. The setup for the engineered levee 
breach experiments was built for the present experiment. The idealized models in both 
experiments were constructed using plywood. The bed was made rough by spreading sand 
on the freshly painted surface. 
2.1. Steady Flow Through a Levee Breach  
2.1.1. Experimental Setup  
The experimental model had three main parts. First, the main channel consisting of a 
half trapezoidal section. The right side of the channel (looking downstream) was a vertical 
wall while the left side was a levee-shaped wall with a side slope of 2:1 (H: V) 0.2 m height 
and 0.10 m crest width. The total length of the channel was 11.9 m, and the bed width was 
0.8 m. The downstream water depth was adjusted using a calibrated sharp-crested weir. 
Seven different heights of the sharp-crested weir were used to control downstream water 
depth (0.08, 0.09, 0.1, 0.11, 0.12, 0.13 and 0.14 m). Second, the breach was implemented 
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on the left side of the channel at a distance of 7.4 m from the main channel inlet. Four 
breach widths were used in these experiments (0.7, 0.6, 0.5, and 0.4) m. Third, the 
floodplain which is open on three sides and receives water from the breach. All those parts 
were constructed on a 0.3 m high raised platform from the laboratory floor to allow a free 
fall from the floodplain. Figure 2.1 shows the plan view of the experimental model. Water 
was supplied to the main channel by an axial flow pump. Constant discharge of 0.075 m3/s 
was used for all the experiments. The discharge was monitored using an in-line 
electromagnetic flow meter. A honeycomb made of short pipe sections, and flow 
straighteners were used are used at the inlet of the main channel to reduce turbulence. A 
wave suppressor was used to reduce the water surface fluctuation. The downstream 
discharge was measured by using the sharp crested weir equation after making a calibration 
to find the discharge coefficient. The breach discharge was calculated by using the mass 
balance equation. 
The bed of the model was marked as a square grid with a spacing of 0.152 m in 
longitudinal and transverse directions. The water depth and flow velocity were measured 
from Y1 to Y5 inside the channel, Y6 to Y10 inside the breach, and 1 m upstream of the 
breach to 1 m downstream of the breach in the main channel as shown a schematic 
experimental model setup in Figure 2.2. 
2.1.2. Water Depth Measurement 
A Baumer ultrasonic distance measuring sensor shown in Figure 2.3, was used to 
measure the depth of the water with scanning range between 60 to 400 mm and repeat 
accuracy <0.5 mm.  The sensor has been extensively used in other experiments in the 
Hydraulics Laboratory, the University of South Carolina to study steady and unsteady free 
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surface flow (Larocque 2012, Riahi-Nezhad 2013, Abdo 2014). In the present work the 
measurements included the area between 1m upstream of the breach and repeated every 
0.152 m and ended at 1 m, 1.1 m, 1.2 m, 1.3 m  downstream of the breach  (width = 0.7 m, 
0.6 m, 0.5 m, 0.4 m), respectively. The Baumer probe was mounted on a movable bridge 
as shown in Figure 2.1. The probe was moved at a constant speed above the water surface 
in using a motorized cart; the measurement track started at the vertical right wall of the 
main channel and ended at the edge of the floodplain. 
Prior to the beginning of the tests, calibration was done at a specific spot on the 
floodplain to ensure that the position of the Baumer does not change. Next, the elevation 
of the dry bed for all the target sections was measured. During the experiment, the water 
surface profile was measured and recorded along the same transects.  The water depth is 
calculated as the difference between the dry bed and water surface elevation. 
Measurements were made along 10 sections for each experiment; five in the main channel 
and five sections at the breach as shown in Figure 2.2. Figure 2.4 shows water depth 
measurements from a randomly selected experimental run. As shown in Figure 2.4 (b) in 
section 8 in the breach the ultrasonic probe captures the fluctuation that occurred as a result 
of the vortex appearing on the left side of the breach. 
2.1.3. Velocity Magnitudes 
The water surface velocity is calculated from recorded images of floating tracers 
using the PIVLab Matlab tool (Thielicke and Stamhuis 2014). A large number of small 
floating black particles was dropped manually at the upstream end of the main channel, 
and they moved with the flow through the breach and to the downstream part of the main 
channel. Figure 2.5 shows the movement of the particles through the model. A large 
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separation zone in the main channel opposite to the breach is clearly recognized. The flow 
also detached from the upstream edge of the breach creating an asymmetric flow to the 
floodplain. A High definition video camera was installed above the floodplain to record the 
movement of the black particles. The PIVLab Matlab tool was utilized to analyze the 
sequential images of each video and to draw the streamline position, specify the separation 
zone and interfacial zone, and for calculating water surface velocity.  
The reference point for measurements was specified one meter upstream of the breach 
at the right wall. The streamwise and transverse components of the surface velocity were 
extracted at an interval of 0.152 m from the reference point for a distance of 2.7 m in the 
downstream and 1.5 m in the transverse direction. 
2.2. Engineered Levee Breach  
2.2.1. Experimental Setup 
Conducting a laboratory study on the effects of an engineered breach on the water 
depth at target locations upstream and downstream of an intentional levee breach is the 
main purpose of this work. An analogue model was constructed in the Hydraulics 
Laboratory, at the University of South Carolina to represent a channel and off stream 
floodplain storage. An existing 8 m3 head tank and two PVC pipes - 6- and 8-inches in 
diameter were utilized for delivering water from the tank to a 10.87 m long channel and a 
floodplain storage basin. Figure 2.6 shows the head tank and pipe system used in this study. 
The tank is elevated 6 m above the channel bed. A 25 HP pump is used to pump water from 
the sump to the head tank. Bypass valve connected with the pump is used to control the 
flowrate and a half-pipe overflow weir is used to control the water level in the tank by 
returning back part of the water to the sump. Calibrated digital manometers shown in 
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Figure 2.7 are attached to each pipe to measure the flow discharge in the pipes during the 
experiments. The manometer readings were converted into volume flow rate from inches 
of water column using calibration curves. Multiple butterfly valves installed in each pipe 
were used to control the flowrate. The valve in the smaller pipe was controlled manually, 
whereas a computer program was used to control the valve in the larger pipe as shown in 
Figure 2.8. The operation of this valve allowed the release of different water volumes with 
different peak discharges and various flood durations, thus representing a wide variety of 
hydrographs. The rectangular channel was 0.4 m wide and 0.5 m high. At the end of the 
channel, a 0.1 m high sharp crested weir was installed to measure downstream discharge. 
The relationship between the manometer reading and discharge was used to estimate the 
discharge coefficient (Cd) of the weir, which was found to be 0.76.  Equation (2.1) is used 
to evaluate the downstream discharge.  
 𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  
2
3
 𝐶𝑑 √2𝑔 𝐿 𝐻
3
2⁄  (2.1) 
where, Qout = downstream discharge, Cd = discharge coefficient, L = width of the 
weir, H = water head above the weir.  
A side gate, that represents the engineered breach, was installed on the right side of 
the channel along the flow direction. The centreline of the gate was located at 5.5 m from 
the downstream end of the channel. The gate was part of a mechanical system that used a 
counterweight to lift the gate. The centerline of the gate was located 5.5 m from the 
downstream end of the channel. The gate was lifted by using a guillotine-type mechanism 
(Miller and Chaudhry 1989); (LaRocque, Imran, and Chaudhry 2013). The gate was 
opened to release the flow into the floodplain basin. Three different breach widths were 
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tested: 0.2 m which is half of the channel width, 0.4 m which is equal to the channel width, 
and 0.8 m, twice the channel width. The gate was used to emulate two approaches to flood 
management: active and passive. In the first one, the gate remained closed with steady flow 
in the channel. It was opened suddenly to allow a part of the flow to divert to rectangular 
the floodplain basin. The basin had the same elevation as the channel bottom. The 
floodplain was dry and with no initial water. In the second case, the breach was open 
completely and the initial tailwater depth in the floodplain basin was the same as the water 
depth during the steady state flow condition. Three different floodplain basin areas were 
used: 9 m2, 6 m2 and infinite area (floodplain with an outlet). The flood basin had 0.5 m 
high of the side walls.  Several Baumer probes, commercially available ultrasonic distance 
measuring sensors, with a scanning range between 60 to 400 mm and a repeat accuracy of 
less than 0.5 mm, were used to measure the instantaneous water depth. Eight sensors were 
distributed in the experimental setup to monitor and record the elevation of water; six in 
the channel and two corners of the flood basin.  Three sensors were located upstream of 
the breach and three downstream of the breach. Figure 2.9 (a) shows the vertical section of 
the experimental setup including the tank and system pipe that supplied the water to the 
channel. Figure 2.9 (b) shows the plan view of the experimental model with Baumer 
locations. 
2.2.2. Experimental procedure 
The experiments were initiated by releasing 0.006725 m3/s constant discharge from 
the 6-inch pipe to the channel for an extended period. This represented the initial pre-flood 
flow in the channel. Baumer readings at location 4 were used to check if the flow reached 
a steady state condition or not. When the flow reached a steady-state condition, the flood 
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hydrograph was released from the 8-inch pipe using the computer-controlled valve. To 
control the water level in the head tank during the release of the flood wave, the bypass 
valve of the pump was closed completely as soon as the computer-controlled valve was 
opened to maintain the head tank water level. A video camera was used to record the water 
level in the tank to ensure that the water level does not drop too much. In addition to that, 
another video camera was used to record the manometer readings during the experiments 
to check the fluctuations in the readings. The observation of the first manometer that was 
connected to the 6-inch pipe showed that the readings were stable with a slight fluctuation 
when the bypass valve was closed during the experiment. The readings of the second 
manometer that was connected to the 8-inch pipe were used to obtain the inflow 
hydrographs. By trial and error, the maximum volume of water that could be released from 
the head tank as a flood wave without effecting the steady-state flow condition in the 6-
inch pipe was determined to be 3.5 m3. Two approaches were followed to generate five 
different hydrographs. In the base case scenario, a hydrograph was generated over a period 
of 51 seconds that supplied a water volume of 3.46 m3 to the channel. In the first approach, 
along with the reference hydrograph, two other discharge hydrographs having the same 
volume, but different duration, i.e., 63 s and 98 s, and smaller peak discharges were 
considered. These hydrographs are shown in Figure 2.10. Figure 2.11 shows the reference 
water depth hydrographs (channel not connected to the floodplain storage) for the first 
approach at one of the target locations along the channel. In the second approach, along 
with the base case hydrograph, two hydrographs having the same duration, i.e., 51 s, but 
different peak discharges and water volumes, i.e., 2.46 m3 and 1.47 m3, were considered as 
can be seen in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.13, shows the reference water depth hydrographs for the second approach at 
the same target location as in Figure 2.11. Figure 2.14, Figure 2.15, and Figure 2.16 show 
the input hydrographs from repeated test runs showing excellent repeatability. 
Baumer sensors at locations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 provided a measurement of the water 
depth in the channel, while Baumer sensors at locations 7 and 8 provided the record of the 
water depth in the floodplain basin. Three breach widths with three different floodplain 
basin areas were tested for each hydrograph for both active and passive flood management 
scenarios. This yielded 80 experimental runs which are listed in Table 4.1 The plan of 
experiments. The experimental campaign started with a 0.2 m breach width and a 
floodplain basin area of 9 m2. In the first case (active management) the breach was initially 
closed, and the flood basin was empty. The flood gate was lifted as the flow approached 
the breach location. In the second case (passive management), the breach was already open 
before the flood wave was released and the floodplain basin had the initial water depth of 
0.13 m, which is the same as the steady state water depth in the channel. These steps are 
repeated for the 6 m2 basin area. As the third floodplain option, the wall of the basin located 
directly in front of the breach was removed and the floodplain basin was turned into an 
unlimited size open area. To investigate the effects of the breach width on flood 
attenuation, the breach width was increased to 0.4 m and 0.8 m and all these scenarios were 
repeated. The configuration of the physical model is shown in Figure 2.14. 
The Baumer probe at location 3 was used to monitor the water depth at the 
downstream end of the channel close to the weir. The data at this location are used to 
measure the out-flow discharge and find the volume of water that goes to the floodplain 



































































Figure 2.3 A Baumer probe (UNAM 18U6903) 
 
 






























































































































Figure 2.5 Movement of buyant black particles in water used to measure the velocity 
components. (Image by author) 
 
 








Figure 2.8 Valve system (Image by author) 
Pipe 1 (6-inch Diameter) Pipe 2 (8-inch Diameter) 
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Figure 2.9 Schematic of the experimental set-up for flood reduction by engineered 
levee breach (not to scale), (a) Vertical cross section of the experimental setup (b) 
plan of the channel and floodplain basin 
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Figure 2.10 First set of input hydrographs 
 

















































Figure 2.12 Second set of input hydrographs 
 

















































Figure 2.14 Repeatability tests of Hydrograph 1 
 























































Figure 2.16 Repeatability tests of Hydrograph 3 
 
 




























3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AND 1D DYNAMIC MODELING OF 
STEADY FLOW THROUGH A LEVEE BREACH 
3.1. Overview  
Levees are constructed primarily to prevent flooding of populated areas and to protect 
important infrastructure. The National Committee on Levee Safety has estimated that there 
are more than 100,000 miles of levees nationwide in the USA. Levee-breach floods are 
commonplace around the world. Several large storms including hurricanes Katrina in 2005, 
Sandy in 2007, Joaquin in 2015, Harvey in 2017, and Florence in 2018, caused extensive 
flooding in the USA in recent years. The flood damage during the passage of these 
hurricanes was exacerbated by levee and embankment breaches. In particular, the primary 
cause for the devastating New Orleans flood was several breached levees. Experiments 
have been conducted during the past decades to study embankment breach processes. 
ASCE (2011) summarized over 700 tests on embankment dams, levees, and sea-dikes 
breaching. The majority of these studies involved breaching of small-scale, non-cohesive 
and homogeneous embankments placed across the flow thus emulating a dam-break flow. 
In a dam breaching event, the breach size and outflow are usually limited by reservoir 
characteristics rather than downstream tailwater conditions. In a levee or dike failure along 
a large lake, the water level either does not drop or drops minimally. In the case of a riverine 
levee breach, the flow is parallel to the embankment, whereas, in a dam breach, the flow is 
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perpendicular to the embankment. A difference between dam and river levee breaching is 
expected due to the direction of the momentum flux (ASCE 2011). 
Systematic studies of flow through a levee breach are few and far between. Analytical 
models of flow division have been mainly done on channel junctions as mentioned in 
Chapter One.  
All previous works reported above in the literature review were on experiments 
involving rectangular channel cross sections, case studies, or analytical models of channel 
junction flows. In the present study, experiments were conducted on a steady flow in a half 
trapezoidal channel. A levee breach with a constant width was created on the sloping side 
of the channel. A total of 28 experiments were run. Measurements include the water depth 
at the breach and upstream and downstream of the breach. In addition, the water discharge 
entering the channel and at the end of the channel was recorded, and the balance of the two 
was calculated as the breach discharge.  
A one-dimensional analytical model of dividing channel flow based on the 
conservation of mass and momentum is adapted to estimate breach outflow. Two control 
volumes are considered. The first one starts upstream of the breach area and extends 
through the breach, and the second one starts upstream of the breach and extends 
downstream of the breach in the main channel. Conservation of momentum is used between 
control volume one and two in the streamwise direction. The interfacial shear force 
between the two control volumes, separation zone shear force on the right side of control 
volume that extends downstream of the breach, and the boundary friction force between 
the water and the bed surface are all included in the model formulation. The interfacial 
shear force coefficient and separation shear force coefficient are calibrated using the 
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experimental data. Using the analytical model, the breach discharge and the average water 
depth within the breach may be predicted using the upstream main channel discharge, water 
depth, and main channel downstream water depth. The model is validated against data from 
a set of eight experiments that are separate from the 28 experiments used for calibration of 
model coefficients. 
3.2. Flow Characteristics 
All the experiments have been run with a single discharge of 0.075 m3/s. Flow 
variation among different experiments was achieved by varying the downstream weir level 
and the width of the breach. In this study, the flow was subcritical with a Froude number 
0.27–0.61 upstream of the breach in the main channel.  Subcritical with a high Froude 
number to critical at the breach with a Froude number of 0.9-1.0, subcritical at the channel 
downstream reach with a Froude number of 0.032-0.158. The flow was fully turbulent with 
a range of Reynolds number 46621 - 56184 upstream of the breach, 55439 - 92439 at the 
breach, and 4499 - 23043 downstream of the breach.  
The flow had two separation zones: one on the left side of the breach wall and one in 
the downstream of the breach adjacent to the right bank (looking downstream in the 
channel direction Figure 2.5, Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, and Figure 3.3. A large separation 
zone in the main channel opposite to the breach is clearly recognized in these figures. The 
flow detached from the upstream edge of the breach creating an asymmetric flow to the 
floodplain. The size of the separation zones in the breach and the main channel depended 
on both the breach opening and the downstream water level. In general, the separation zone 
is smaller in the levee breach than in the main channel. For a given breach width, the size 
of the main channel separation zone increased with an increase of downstream water level. 
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The level of flow asymmetry in the floodplain depended on the level of flow detachment 
from the upstream edge of the breached levee. Due to the strong lateral momentum guided 
by the breach walls, the flow retained the shape of a channel flow for some distance before 
spreading in a fan shape Figure 3.1. 
3.3. Water Depth 
Figure 3.4, shows the water depth at section Y3, 0.456 m from the right channel wall 
in the middle of the main channel for breach width (0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7) m respectively and 
for four downstream weir heights. These figures show a systematic change in the water 
depth with different weir heights downstream of the main channel and different breach 
widths. As the weir height increased, the water surface elevation also increased. A wider 
breach leads to a shallower depth. The flow depth decreased upstream due to the backwater 
effects. The water surface was more undulated in the case of lower weir height due to 
increased flow velocity in the channel. Figure 3.5 shows the corresponding plots in section 
Y5, adjacent to the breach entrance. The water surface is significantly perturbed along this 
section. A dip in the water surface occurs along the breach opening which is more 
pronounced in case of large breach openings i.e. breach width of 0.6 m and 0.7 m. 
3.4. Velocity Magnitudes  
The PIVLab Matlab tool was used to calculate the surface velocity in both directions. 
Figure 3.6 shows the streamwise velocity for 0.7 m breach width and different weir heights 
(0.08, 0.1, 0.12, 0.14) m. The plots of Figure 3.5 demonstrate that the streamwise velocity 
decreased in the main channel flow direction due to the effect of breach discharge. As the 
downstream weir height increased the streamwise velocity decreased. Also, the figure 
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shows that the streamwise velocity decreased moving from section Y1 toward the breach 
area and tended to be zero within the breach section (Y7 through Y10) highlighting the 
predominantly lateral direction of the breach flow. The breach flow, in this case, acts like 
a divided channel junction flow due to the shape of the levee on the landside. In the 
experiment of Riahi-Nezhad (2013) the breached levee was a vertical wall. As a result, the 
flow out of the channel followed mainly the pre-breach direction coming out of the breach 
at a smaller angle with the adjacent downstream levee wall. 
As shown in Figure 3.6, the streamwise velocity downstream of the breach, at 
sections Y9 and Y10 is close to zero due to the predominantly lateral direction of the flow  
(Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).  
Figure 3.7 shows the transverse velocity from sections Y1 to Y10. The transverse 
velocity is almost zero at sections Y1 and Y2 and increases due to breach discharge moving 
from section Y3 downstream until it reaches its maximum value in section Y10 (Figure 
3.7j).  
To develop the analytical model the half trapezoidal channel cross-section upstream 
and downstream of the breach was converted to a rectangular area by averaging the bed 
channel width with the water surface width to get (b1eq and b3eq), (Figure 3.8 a, b). In 
addition, the water depth at the breach was also averaged as shown in Figure 3.8 c. 
Table 3.1 shows the experimental data and parameters, namely, b1equ, b3equ, ξ, η2, η3, 
W2, W3, a, and Fr1
2
 ,respectively representing equivalent width of the channel upstream of 
the breach, equivalent width of the channel downstream of the breach, discharge ratio 
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(Q2/Q1), water depth ratio at the breach, downstream water depth ratio, breach width ratio, 
downstream width ratio, ratio of (b1eq/y1), and the Froude number.  
3.5. Analytical Model and Theoretical Approach  
An analytical model is for levee breach flow is developed by adapting the model of  
Shabayek, Steffler, and Hicks (1999, 2002) for a channel junction, as shown in Figure 3.9. 
The model considers two control volumes. The first one (CV1) starts in the main channel 
upstream of the breach and continues to the breach. The second one (CV2) starts to parallel 
to the first one and continues in the main channel downstream of the breach area. The 
control volumes can be discerned from the velocity field shown in Figure 3.1. An 
interfacial zone between the two control volumes and the separation zone in CV2 clearly 
appeared during all the experiments. The contribution of the small separation zone in CV1 
is neglected. 
The mass conservation equation is:  
𝑄1 = 𝑄2 + 𝑄3 (3.1) 
The conservation of momentum in the streamwise direction for control volume One, 
CV1, is: 
𝜌 𝑄2 𝑉2 −  𝜌 𝑄2 𝑉1 =  𝑃12 −  𝑃2 +  𝐵1 − 𝑆 +  𝐹𝑏1 (3.2) 
and the conservation of momentum for control volume Two, CV2, is: 
𝜌 𝑄3 𝑉3 −  𝜌 𝑄3 𝑉1 =  𝑃13 −  𝑃3 +  𝐵2 + 𝑆 − 𝐹𝑏2 −  𝐹𝑠 (3.3)   
where Q1 = inlet discharge, Q2= breach discharge, Q3 = downstream discharge, 𝜌 = 
density of water, V = velocity, P = hydrostatic pressure force acting on the control surface, 
B = Component of pressure force due to change of control volume width, S = Interface 
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shear force between two control volumes, Fb = friction force acting on the control volume 
boundaries, Fs = Shear force due to separation zone acting on CV2. 
The hydrostatic pressure forces upstream, at the breach, and downstream of two control 
volumes are P12, P13, P2, and P3 are generalized for the trapezoidal cross section in the 
main channel as:  




2 𝑏1𝑒𝑞 𝜉 (3.4) 
 




2 𝑏1𝑒𝑞 (1 − 𝜉) (3.5) 
where b1eq = b1+Zy1, Z being the channel side slope Figure 3.8 Equation (3.4) and 
(3.5) are used for a trapezoidal cross section. And in our case, half trapezoidal cross section, 
the same equations will be used just by multiplying the length (Z y1) by 0.5 because the 
side slope channel is 1V:2H.  
 
𝑃2 =  
1
2
 𝛾  𝑦2
2 𝑏2 (3.6) 
 
𝑃3 =  
1
2
 𝛾  𝑦3
2 𝑏3𝑒𝑞 (3.7) 
where, y = water depth; γ = specific weight of water; b1 =width of the bottom channel, 
Z = side slope of the channel, y1 = upstream water depth, y2 = breach water depth, b2 = 
width of the breach, y3 = downstream water depth, b1eq = b1+Zy1, b3eq = b3 + z y3 are 
equivalent main channel cross section upstream and downstream of the breach for a 
trapezoidal cross section. In the present case of half trapezoidal cross section, Z is 
multiplied by a coefficient of 0.5 Figure 3.8.  
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The force components, B1 and B2, appear due to change in control volume width and 
act in the longitudinal direction on the lateral boundaries of each control volume: 




2 [𝑏2 − 𝑏1𝑒𝑞 𝜉] (3.8) 
and 




2 [𝑏3𝑒𝑞 − 𝑏1𝑒𝑞 (1 − 𝜉)] (3.9) 
The interfacial shear force, S, is parallel to the interface between the two control 
volumes but acts in an opposite direction. To estimate this force, the area of the interface 
is multiplied by the average shear stress: 
 








) 𝐿𝑖 (3.10) 
 
Where Cf = friction coefficient, V2 = velocity at the breach, V3 = downstream velocity, 
and Li = the interface length. Several trials were made to estimate the length as observed 
in the experiments. First, Li was assumed to be equal to the harmonic mean of the upstream 
width of two control volumes (Shabayek, Steffler, and Hicks 2002), i.e., Li = 2(b1+0.5 Z 
y1)[ξ (1-ξ.)] which gave a range of values between  0.0812 – 0.248 m which is too small 
compared to the bottom width of the channel (0.81 m) and observations made in the 
experiments. Figure 3.2, shows the length of the interface between two control volumes for 
one of the experiments. From this picture and observation from videos of all experiments, 
the length of the interface between two control volumes can be approximated as the 
circumference of a quarter circle, Li = 0.5 π b1eq ξ. This gives a reasonable value of Li in 
the range of 0.807 – 1.362 m.  
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By combining all coefficients and constants in a single parameter, Ki, the shear force 
is written in the following form: 
𝑆 =  𝐾𝑖 𝜌 (𝑉2
2 − 𝑉3
2) (𝑦2 +  𝑦3)(0.5 𝜋 𝑏1𝑒𝑞 𝜉) (3.11) 
 
The friction force Fb1 and Fb2 that act on CV1 and CV2 due to walls and bed of the 
channel are: 














 𝑏2 𝑏1𝑒𝑞 𝜉)] (3.12)
 
and 






𝑏1𝑒𝑞 (1 − 𝜉) + 𝑏3𝑒𝑞
2






 [ 𝑏3𝑒𝑞 (𝐿2 −  𝐿1) + 2 𝑦3 (𝐿2 −  𝐿1)] (3.13)
 
 
The non-dimensional Chezy coefficient C* appears in these equations and an 
individual experiment was run by completely closing the breach opening and making the 
water move straight from upstream to downstream for a flow rate of 0.08725 m3/s. Velocity 
profiles at different sections along the channel were obtained using an Acoustic Doppler 
Velocimeter (ADV). The nondimensional Chezy coefficient can be expressed as: 






where U = depth-averaged velocity (m/s), and u* = shear velocity (m/s). The shear 









where u = Reynolds average streamwise velocity at a distance z from the bed, k = 
von kàrmàn constant = 0.41 zo = the y-intercept of the fitted line through the data. The 
average non-dimensional Chezy coefficient for the channel was found to be 18.03.  
The separation zone shear force Fs acts on CV2 as a result of recirculating flow after 
the flow divides into two parts. This force is computed as: 
𝐹𝑠 =  𝐾𝑠 𝜌 𝑉3
2 𝑦3 𝐿𝑠 (3.16) 
where Ks = Separation zone shear coefficient, and Ls = length of the separation zone. 
As shown in Figure 3.2, the length of separation can be represented as the circumference 
of half of the circle which appeared clearly from the observation of all the experiments. 
Therefore, this length is calculated as Ls = π b3eq.ξ. By combining all the coefficients into 
a single one, the separation zone shear coefficient, Ks, the equation of separation zone shear 
force can be written as: 
 𝐹𝑠 =  𝑘𝑆 𝜌 𝑉3
2 𝑦3 𝜋 𝑏3𝑒𝑞 𝜉. (3.17) 
by substituting the forces into the momentum equations (3.2) and (3.3), the following 
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2 [ 𝑏3𝑒𝑞 −  𝑏1𝑒𝑞(1 − 𝜉)] +  𝐾𝑖 𝜌 (𝑉2
2 − 𝑉3







𝑏1𝑒𝑞 (1 − 𝜉) + 𝑏3𝑒𝑞
2






 [2 𝑦3 (𝐿2 −  𝐿1) + 𝑏3𝑒𝑞(𝐿2 −  𝐿1)] −  𝐾𝑠 𝜌 𝑉3
2 𝑦3 (𝜋 𝑏3𝑒𝑞𝜉) (3.19)
 
 
The non-dimensional terms, the discharge ratio ξ =Q2/Q1, the depth ratio η2 = y2/y1, 
η3=y3/y1, width ratio w2=b2/b1eq , w3=b3eq/b1eq, and upstream Froude number, 𝐹1 =
𝑄1 (𝑔 𝑏1𝑒𝑞
2⁄  𝑦1
3)0.5are substituted in Eq. (3-18) and (3-19) leading to 
𝜉2
𝑤2𝜂2
−  𝜉 =  
𝑤2
2 𝐹1
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[ 1 − 2 𝜉 +  𝜉2] (𝜋 𝜉) (3.21)
 
 
Equations (3.20) and (3.21) are nonlinear equations. The length of CV1 is estimated 
as twice the breach width for all the experiments, and the length of CV2 is three times the 
breach width. The values of the non-dimensional ratios for different experiments are 
reported in Table 3.1. The interfacial shear coefficient, Ki, and separation zone shear 
coefficient, Ks, are calibrated by using data obtained from measurements.  
3.6. Calibration of The Model Coefficients 
By substituting the experimental data reported in Table 3-1 into Eq. 3-20 and 3-21, 
the value of the coefficients Ki and Ks can be estimated for each experiment. The value of 
Ki decreases when ξ increases as shown in Figure 3.10 indicating that when the breach 
discharge increases, the interfacial shear coefficient decreases. The opposite happens with 
Ks, as shown in Figure 3.11. As shown in Figure 3.3, when the downstream water depth 
increased due to an increase in the weir height, the breach discharge increased and the 
downstream discharge decreased, leading to an increase in the separation zone length and 
the stagnation area. Also seen in Figure 3.6 (c) and (d), the streamwise velocity at section 
Y3 and Y4 decreased when the weir height increased. The interfacial shear coefficient, Ki, 
and the stagnation shear coefficient, Ks, versus downstream water depth normalized by 
breach width are plotted in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13.  
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Figure 3.10, Figure 3.11, Figure 3.12, and Figure 3.13 show that the plots of shear 
coefficients appear in distinct groups according to the breach width. A multi-regression 
analysis was done to generate the following relations to evaluate Ki, Ks  





  (𝐹1) 
2.31 (3.22) 
 
The coefficient of determination (R2) for this equation is 0.9491. And   
 





  (F1) 
−4.31 (3.23) 
 
where F1 = V1/(gD1)
0.5, and D1 = A1/T1 is the hydraulic depth. The coefficient of 
determination (R2) for Eq. 3-22 and 3-23, respectively, is 0.95 and 0.89.  Equations 3.22 
and 3.23 can be used to calculate Ki and Ks. Then, by solving Eq. 3.20 and 3.21 
simultaneously, the breach discharge and breach water depth can be estimated.  
3.7. Model Validation  
To validate this model, eight additional experiments with different and randomly 
selected discharge were conducted. The experimental condition for these runs is reported 
in Table 4-2. Discharge and water depth at the breach, water depth upstream and 
downstream the breach, and downstream discharge were measured from these experiments. 
Figure 3.14 shows the comparison between the breach discharge calculated by the 
analytical model and experimental measurement with a coefficient of determination 
(0.8524). Figure 3.15, shows the comparison between the breach water depth calculated by 




Levee breach is one of the most serious problems associated with flooding. 
Estimation of the breach discharge and the average water depth within the breach area 
provide the necessary information for flood mitigation and breach closure.  
This study has three components: the first one is the experimental measurement of 
flow velocity and depth, the second component is the development of a 1D analytical 
model, and the third one is additional experimental work to validate the model. In the first 
part, twenty-eight experiments were conducted. Four breach widths were tested with seven 
weir heights at the downstream to control the water depth. It was found from experimental 
measurements and observation that the breach discharge increased with an increase in the 
breach width while maintaining a constant downstream water level, and the breach 
discharge also increased with increasing the downstream water level while maintaining a 
constant breach width.  
In the second part of this study, a one-dimensional analytical model was developed. 
The momentum principle was applied to two control volumes, developing two equations 
for two unknowns. This model estimates the breach discharge and average water depth 
within the breach for known inlet and downstream water depth, and inlet discharge.  
Two important coefficients appear in this analysis, the interfacial shear force, Ki, 
between the control volumes and the separation zone shear coefficient, Ks, that appeared 
in the main channel downstream of the breach section. These coefficients are calibrated by 
using the experimental measurements. The variation of these two coefficients depends on 
the breach and channel width which represents the geometry effect, and Froude number in 
the upstream channel, which represents the flow effect.  
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In the third part, eight additional experiments were run to validate the analytical 
model by considering inlet discharge that higher and lower than the constant discharge in 
the first set of experiments. in addition, a different breach width of 0.55 m was used. The 
results show a good agreement between the analytical model results and the measurements.   
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Table 3.1 Dimensional and non-dimensional experimental data for this study 
 
 b1eq b3eq 














1 0.92 0.945 0.68 0.71 1.19 0.76 1.02 7.56 0.37 
2 0.93 0.95 0.74 0.68 1.16 0.75 1.02 7.20 0.31 
3 0.935 0.95 0.78 0.68 1.13 0.75 1.01 6.93 0.27 
4 0.94 0.96 0.82 0.67 1.11 0.74 1.01 6.67 0.23 
5 0.945 0.96 0.86 0.66 1.10 0.74 1.01 6.52 0.21 
6 0.95 0.96 0.89 0.65 1.09 0.74 1.01 6.33 0.19 
7 0.95 0.97 0.91 0.67 1.10 0.73 1.02 6.26 0.18 
8 0.935 0.95 0.68 0.67 1.13 0.64 1.02 6.93 0.26 
9 0.94 0.96 0.70 0.67 1.12 0.64 1.02 6.80 0.25 
10 0.945 0.96 0.73 0.68 1.11 0.64 1.021 6.55 0.22 
11 0.95 0.965 0.76 0.66 1.12 0.63 1.02 6.41 0.20 
12 0.95 0.97 0.79 0.66 1.11 0.63 1.02 6.23 0.17 
13 0.96 0.975 0.84 0.65 1.09 0.62 1.025 6.00 0.15 
14 0.96 0.98 0.87 0.63 1.08 0.62 1.01 5.82 0.13 
15 0.94 0.96 0.59 0.71 1.15 0.53 1.02 4.57 0.24 
16 0.95 0.97 0.63 0.66 1.12 0.53 1.02 6.33 0.19 
17 0.96 0.97 0.69 0.66 1.08 0.52 1.01 6.03 0.15 
18 0.96 0.98 0.71 0.65 1.08 0.52 1.01 5.85 0.14 
19 0.97 0.98 0.74 0.66 1.06 0.51 1.01 5.71 0.12 
20 0.97 0.99 0.78 0.64 1.07 0.51 1.01 5.57 0.11 
21 0.98 0.99 0.81 0.63 1.07 0.51 1.01 5.44 0.10 
22 0.96 0.97 0.54 0.66 1.10 0.42 1.02 6.09 0.16 
23 0.965 0.98 0.57 0.64 1.09 0.41 1.02 5.85 0.14 
24 0.97 0.99 0.60 0.67 1.09 0.41 1.02 5.66 0.12 
25 0.98 0.99 0.62 0.65 1.08 0.41 1.01 5.49 0.11 
26 0.985 1.00 0.66 0.67 1.06 0.40 1.01 5.32 0.09 
27 0.99 1.00 0.68 0.65 1.06 0.40 1.01 5.21 0.09 






















1 0.7 0.08 0.083 0.133 0.0568 0.0876 0.026 0.157 
2 0.7 0.12 0.0908 0.150 0.0727 0.108 0.18 0.180 
3 0.5 0.12 0.0653 0.162 0.0504 0.102 0.148 0.172 
4 0.5 0.12 0.0747 0.168 0.0548 0.104 0.198 0.185 
5 0.5 0.1 0.0735 0.160 0.0488 0.0985 0.0246 0.175 
6 0.5 0.1 0.0577 0.149 0.0414 0.0905 0.0162 0.158 
7 0.55 0.1 0.0744 0.167 0.526 0.0905 0.0217 0.168 





Figure 3.1 The length of the interface, breach = 0.7 m and weir height =0.08 m 
(image by authors) 
 
Figure 3.2 The length of the separation zone, breach width = 0.7 m and weir height 









Figure 3.3 Illustration of separation zone for Breach with of 0.5 m; (a) Weir height = 
0.08 m; (b) Weir height = 0.1 m; (c) Weir height = 0.12 m; (d) Weir  height = 0.14 m. 


















Figure 3.4 Water depth at section Y3: (a) Breach width = 0.4 m; (b) Breach width =  
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Figure 3.5 Water depth at section Y5: (a) Breach width = 0.4 m; (b) Breach width = 































































































Figure 3.6 Streamwise velocity for breach width 0.7 m for different D.S weir heights 
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Figure 3.7 Transverse velocity for breach width 0.7 m for different D.S. weir heights 
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Figure 3.8 Conversion of the cross sectional area for the channel width and water 
surface profile 
 




























L1 = 2*breach width 
 


























Figure 3.10 the interfacial shear coefficient Ki, versus ξ=Q2/Q1 
 











































Figure 3.12 Ki versus downstream water depth/Breach Width 
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Figure 3.14 Comparison between Predicted  and measured breach discharge 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FLOOD MANAGEMENT 
BY AN ENGINEERED LEVEE BREACH 
4.1. Overview 
Flooding has become more widespread recently around the world as a result of 
climate change. The increase in flood damage has also grown substantially due to rapid 
urbanization and floodplain development for commercial and residential purposes. The 
inland flooding continues to be one of the major natural hazards. Various approaches have 
been used to manage floods by building dams and reservoirs, constructing levees and 
floodwalls, and moving small cities away from flood prone areas. Although less common, 
floodways have been used to divert part of the flow to less populated areas during large 
floods, thereby alleviating pressure on levees and floodwalls built for protecting populated 
areas. A similar concept is utilized in the UK by setting aside areas known as washlands 
where water can move and wash into it during the flood period (Bitesize, n.d.). Floodways 
may include elaborate hydraulic structures operated year-round such as the Yolo bypass in 
Sacramento Valley or operated during flood emergencies such as Bonnet Carré Spillway 
in Louisiana. The Yolo Bypass is used for agricultural purposes most of the year, but during 
the flood season, it is used for storage and conveyance (CDWR 1984). Engineered breach 
by detonating a fuse plug at a strategic location along the levee only during extreme floods 
is another approach of flood management. A well-known example of engineered levee 




by the US Army Corps of Engineers, where a fuse plug design is utilized to detonate a 
portion of the levee and divert floodwater from the Mississippi River. Fuse plugs are also 
commonly used to protect dams and other important hydraulic structures. Notwithstanding 
this, systematic data on flood management by flow diversion to floodways are scarce. 
In this study, laboratory experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of an 
engineered levee breach on the attenuation of the flood stage at upstream and downstream 
locations of a breach. Two main scenarios were considered during this work. In the first 
one, the breach was closed completely before the flood wave arrived at the upstream target 
location and the tailwater depth in the floodplain basin was zero. As the flood wave 
approached the target location a gate installed on the channel sidewall was lifted 
instantaneously. This emulated an active flood management strategy. In the second 
scenario, the breach was kept open and initial tail water depth was present in the floodplain 
basin, thus emulating a passive flood management strategy. The inflow flood wave was 
generated by a computer-controlled valve allowing for various peak discharges and flood 
durations in the channel. Two different sets of hydrographs were used in the experiments. 
In one, the same volume of water with different duration was released and in the second, 
different volumes of water with the same duration were released. The tail water effect due 
to the floodplain storage was assessed by adjusting the basin storage volume and the 
tailwater depth. The flood stage at target locations was recorded using ultrasonic probes. 
Comprehensive data were obtained and analysed from the measurement to find the effect 
of breach width, floodplain area and tailwater depth in the floodplain basin on the reduction 




4.2. Results and Discussion  
A large amount of data was generated from 80 different experimental runs. The 
experimental conditions are summarized in Table 4.1. The primary data in these 
experiments are water level recorded by eight Baumer ultrasonic probes. The primary focus 
of the analyses is on flow depth at location 3 (upstream of the breach) and location 6 
(downstream of the breach). 
4.2.1. The response of different inflow hydrographs to an 
engineered levee breach 
The response of flood wave with different duration but same volume to changes in 
breach width and floodplain storage volume is investigated by comparing results from 
experimental runs conducted with three breach widths of 0.2 m, 0.4 m, and 0.8 m, three 
different storage areas 6 m2, 9 m2,  and the open area.  
Figure 4.1 shows the water depth at target locations 3 and 6 for the case of active 
management i.e. without tail water in the flood basin for a breach width of 0.2 m and 
storage area of 9 m2 from the release of hydrographs 1-3 (Run 6, 8 and 10). Figure 4.2 
shows the corresponding cases of passive flood management with initial tail water depth 
in the floodplain (Run 7, 9, and 11).  
Comparison of Figure 2.11 and Figure 4.1 shows a reduction of flood stage at both 
upstream and downstream of the breach, with greater reduction occurring at the upstream 
location. The upstream location also shows the appearance of secondary wave peaks. 
Comparison of  Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 shows that the flood stage reduction is less at 




connection between the channel and the flood basin. The secondary waves are less 
prominent at the downstream location for both cases. 
 Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 respectively shows the combined effects of floodplain area 
and breach width on the reduction of peak water depth at target location 3 and 6 for the 
active management scenario, i.e., no a priori connection between the channel and the 
floodplain. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the same relationship for the passive 
management scenario, i.e., initial water depth in the floodplain. These figures show a) a 
power law relation between water depth and breach width, b) The effect of increasing 
breach width on peak flood stage diminishes as breach width increases, c) active flood 
management is more effective in reducing peak flood stage.  
The percent decrease of water depth at target locations are computed for input 
hydrographs 1-3 for the cases presented in Figure 4.3 to Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 and Figure 
4.8 show the percent water depth reduction for the active management cases and Figure 
4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the same results for the passive management case. For the active 
flood management scenario when the flood basin was small (6 m2), a systematic increase 
in peak depth attenuation at the upstream target location occurred with a decrease of flood 
duration (Figure 4.7 (a)). As the flood basin area increased to 9 m2, the stage reduction for 
input hydrograph 1 and 2 were similar, and the same was less for hydrograph 3 (Figure 4.7 
(b)).  An open flood basin was similarly effective in flood stage reduction at the upstream 
target location for all three input hydrographs as shown in Figure 4.7 (c). Figure 4.8 shows 
the percentage of nondimensional water depth reduction at the downstream target location 
for the active flood management scenario. A flood basin area of 6 and 9 m2 is similarly 




was more effective for the peak stage reduction in the case of the long duration flood as 
seen in Figure 4.8 (c).  
In the passive flood management scenario, the percent flood stage reduction at the 
upstream target location is more for a shorter duration flood in both cases of 6 m2 and 9 m2 
basin area as seen in Figure 4.9. However, at the downstream target location flood 
reduction is similar for input hydrographs 1 and 2, and less for hydrograph 3 as seen in 
Figure 4.10.  
4.2.2. The effect of breach width 
The effect of breach width on flood stage reduction for a given input hydrograph is 
analysed by comparing the stage hydrograph at location 3 and 6 for the cases with the same 
floodplain area, but different breach width. Figure 4.11 shows a comparison of water depth 
at location 3 for the active flood management scenario considered with a breach width of 
0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.4 m (Test 1, 6, 31, 56) run with input hydrograph 1 and floodplain area 
of 9 m2. The stage hydrographs show significant depth reduction at the upstream target 
location. The percent reduction ranged between 8.7% and 50%. The increase of breach 
width from 0.4 m or channel width to 0.8 m or twice the channel width had no significant 
effect. In all the runs, multiple secondary peaks appeared on the reduced flood stage 
hydrograph. The water depth was not significantly reduced at the downstream target 
location, and the water depth hydrographs for different breach width are quite similar in 
terms of duration and magnitude. Figure 4.12 shows the upstream and downstream stage 
hydrograph for the corresponding cases under the passive flood management scenario in 




depth reduction in this scenario is less - between 2.6% and 28%. Changes in breach width 
had minimal effect in flood reduction at both upstream and downstream locations. 
4.2.3. The effect of the floodplain area 
The effect of the floodplain basin area on water depth at upstream and downstream 
target locations is analysed by comparing stage hydrographs at these locations from four 
tests with the same inflow condition (hydrograph 1), same breach width of 0.4 m and four 
different floodplain areas (Test run 1, 31, 41, 51). Figure 4.13 shows a significant reduction 
of water depth at target location 3 and modest reduction at location 6. In the case of the 
open flood plain storage basin with an infinite area, the main channel water level dropped 
below the original steady state water level during the receding stage of the flood. The flood 
wave was significantly modified in shape upstream of the breach.  Figure 4.14 and Figure 
4.15 show the combined effect of storage area and breach width on the average flood stage 
at target locations 3 and 6 respectively.  
4.2.4. The volume of flood water at floodplain basin 
The floodwater discharge can be obtained from the manometer reading and the 
outflow discharge at the downstream of the channel can be obtained from the nearby 
Baumer reading (location 4). The flow volume can be obtained by integrating the area 
under these hydrographs, and the flow diverted to the flood basin would be the balance of 
the two. An analysis of volume removed from the channel using the levee breach is done 
for three runs involving Hydrographs 1 to 3. These runs involve active flood management 
with an open floodplain i.e. infinite storage volume. Table 4.5 summarizes the result. The 




26 with hydrograph 1 and a breach width of 0.2. The largest value is for Run 78 with 
hydrograph 3 and a breach width of 0.8 m. Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17, and Figure 4.18 show 
the inflow and outflow hydrographs for these runs grouped according to the inflow 
hydrograph. Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 respectively show the volume of water at the 
downstream end of the channel and the percentage volume into the flood basin. The figures 
show that a flood basin with a wider breach most effectively removes floodwater from a 
long duration low peak flooding event.  
4.3. Dimensional Analysis  
The water depth at a target point located upstream and downstream of the breach, Yt, 
is considered to be a function of the flood hydrograph, breach width, floodplain basin size, 
and flow characteristics. The Buckingham Pi-theorem can be used to propose a non-
dimensional relationship between the water depth at the target point and the independent 
variables in this study. The functional relationship between the dependent and the 
independent variables can be expressed as: 
 𝑌𝑡 = 𝑓 (𝑄𝑝, 𝑇𝑝, 𝑇𝑏 , 𝐴𝑏 , 𝑊𝑏 , 𝑊𝑐, 𝜌, 𝑔 , 𝑋𝑡) (4.2) 
 
where, Yt= Water depth at target point, dependent variable (L), Ab= Area of the basin 
(L2), Wb= Width of the breach (L), Wc = Width of the channel (L), ρ = Density of water (M 
L-3), Tb = Base time (total time of flood) (T), Tp =Time to peak (T), g = Gravity (L T
-2), Xt 
= Distance to target location (L), Qp = Peak discharge (L
3T-1). The non-dimensional form 


























 ) (4.3) 
 
Three target points are considered to develop a generalized non-dimensional relation. 
These are at Baumer locations 3, 6 and 5. Table 4.2, shows the average flood depth at three 
target locations (L3, L6, and L5) along with the peak water depth at the same locations. 
The reduction in flood stage, ΔYt, is obtained by subtracting the average flood depth from 
the reference depth at the relevant target location. The reference depth is measured at the 
same locations by running experiments with hydrograph 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the channel 
























 ) (4.4) 
 
The experimental data are divided into two sets. The first set involves experiments in 
which the breach was closed at the beginning of the experiment and it was opened as soon 
as the flood wave approached location 3. In this case, the floodplain was initially 
completely empty and there was no initial tail water depth. This set of data represents an 
active flood management approach. The data, in this case, are analysed as three different 
groups. The first group, G I, consists of all the data of the active flood management tests. 
However, the nondimensional area is excluded from the equation since some of the tests 
involved an infinite floodplain storage area represented by an open floodplain. The second 




third group, G III includes data from experiments that had an open flood basin i.e. infinite 
storage area. The second set of data corresponds to tests conducted to emulate a passive 
flood management approach. The floodplain was connected to the channel during the initial 
steady state condition and had the same water depth of 0.13 m as in the main channel. 
Experiments were run with a flood basin storage area of 6 and 9 m2.  The flood basin walls 
were closed. This data set constitutes the fourth Group, G IV. Multi-variate analysis is done 
separately for the four groups of data and regression equations are developed in the 
following section. 
4.4. Multivariate Regression Analysis 
4.4.1. Active flood management with initially empty flood basin 
The data pertaining to experimental runs with the initially closed breach are used in 
multiple regression analysis for developing a relationship between the nondimensional 
variables in Equation (4.4). The analysis is done by organizing the data into three groups 
as follows.  
1- G I. Data from all the experiments in which the breach was initiated as the flood 
wave approached target location 3 are used for the regression analysis. A 
relationship between the dependent variable (ΔYt/Wb), and the independent 




5), is obtained. The 
analysis gives R2 of 0.68. In this case, 68.1% of the variation in the independent 
variable is explained by dependent variables and 31.9% is unexplained. The 
standard error is 0.0483, which is a measure of how far the actual points are from 




found to be 0.78. The Residual of error, SSE is 0.364 which is the measure of 
unexplained variation. The significant F is 4.92E-37 which is less than 0.05. 
Therefore, the overall regression model is significant. Column two of Table 4.3 
shows the significance of each independent variable. Comparing with the value of 
alpha, 0.05, all the independent variables are accepted as a significant predictor of 
the dependent variables (ΔYt/Wb) except for (TbQp/Wb
3). 
The proposed predictive relation after dropping the insignificant term is: 
 ∆𝑌𝑡
𝑊𝑏
= 0.0334 + 0.157  
𝑊𝑐
𝑊𝑏
− 0.005  
𝑋𝑡
𝑊𝑏
 − 0.00175   
𝑇𝑝  𝑄𝑝
𝑊𝑏






A comparison between prediction made by Eq. (4.5) and the measurement is 
shown in Figure 4.21 along with the line of perfect agreement and 25% bounds. 
2- G II.  Multivariate regression analysis is performed using a subgroup 
of the data set G-I in which the floodplain area was finite (9, 6) m2. In this analysis, 
the dependent variable (ΔYt/Wb) is considered to be a function of the independent 
variables (A/Wb




5). Note the 
inclusion of the variable A/Wb
2. The predictive relation obtained from this analysis 
has an R2 equal to 0.76 which is higher than the value when all the data were used 
in the previous step. The standard error, in this case, is 0.0401. Moreover, Anova 
analysis gives SSR, Sum of squared regression equal to 0.516 and SSE, the 
Residual of error equal to 0.162. The significant F is 3.551E-29 which is far less 
than 0.05. Therefore, the overall regression model is significant. Table 4.3, column 




of alpha, 0.05, all the independent variables are considered as a significant predictor 
of the dependent variables (ΔYt/Wb) except (TbQp/Wb
3). 
The regression equation after dropping the insignificant term is: 
 ∆𝑌𝑡
𝑊𝑏
= 0.0378 + 0.00066246 
𝐴
𝑊𝑏
2 +  0.1165  
𝑊𝑐
𝑊𝑏




0.001936   
𝑇𝑝  𝑄𝑝
𝑊𝑏







A comparison between data and prediction along with the line of perfect 
agreement and the 25% bound is shown in Figure 4.22.  
3- G III. Mutivariate analysis is done using a second subgroup of the 
data considered in G I. These experiments pertain to the condition in which the 
flood basin had an opening allowing for the floodwater to freely leave the basin, 
thus creating the condition of an infinite basin area. The dependent and independent 
variables are the same as those considered in G I analysis. The analysis gives a 
predictive relation with an R2 value of 0.763 and a standard error of 0.0446. From 
Anova analysis the SSR, Sum of squared regression is, 0.307, and the Residual of 
error, SSE is 0.0955 the amount of unexplained variation. The significant F, in this 
case, is 6.343E-14 which gives an indication that the overall regression model is 
significant. Table 4.3, column six, shows the significance of each independent 
variable individually. Comparing with the value of alpha, 0.05, all the independent 
variables are considered as a significant predictor of the dependent variables 
(ΔYt/Wb) except (TbQp/Wb
3). After dropping the insignificant variable, the 






= 0.05695 + 0.1567  
𝑊𝑐
𝑊𝑏
− 0.0059  
𝑋𝑡𝑐
𝑊𝑏














Figure 4.23 shows a comparison between measurements and prediction along with 
the line of agreement and lines of 25% bound. 
4.4.2. Passive flood management with initial tailwater depth in the flood 
basin. 
 
1- G IV. Data in this group pertain to experiments with an open breach and the 
flood basin having an initial tailwater depth of 0.13 m. The storage basin area 
in these experiments was either 6 or 9 m2. In conducting the multivariate 
analysis, the nondimensional variable (ΔYt/Wb) is considered to be a function of 
dependent variables (A/Wb





The resulting equation has an R2 value equal to 0.7726, and standard error equal 
to 0.0288. From Anova analysis, the SSR Sum of squared regression is 0.285, 
which represents the amount of variation explained by the regression of 
independent variables on ΔYt/Wb. The Residual of error, SSE is 0.084 and the 
significant F is 2.66E-30 which is less than 0.05. Therefore, the overall 
regression model is significant. The P-values for the independent variables are 
shown in Table 4.4. The results show that all the independent variables are 
significant with values less than alpha, 0.05. 






= 0.02448 + 0.0003644 
𝐴
𝑊𝑏
2 +  0.084  
𝑊𝑐
𝑊𝑏
− 0.00295  
𝑋𝑡𝑐
𝑊𝑏
 − 0.0014  
𝑇𝑝  𝑄𝑝
𝑊𝑏
3 − 0.000194 
𝑇𝑏  𝑄𝑝
𝑊𝑏







Figure 4.24 shows the predicted nondimensional dependent variables 
∆𝑌𝑡
𝑊𝑏
 versus the 
measurement with lines of perfect agreement and 25% bound.  
4.5. Summary 
Engineered levee breach and flood diversion by side weir are commonly used to 
control and mitigate floods in rivers and channels. However, systematic studies of the 
effectiveness of these approaches are rare. The present study provides a laboratory study 
on in-channel flood stage reduction by an engineered levee breach. The study has led to 
the generation of an important data set that can be utilized for future model validation. 
Predictive relations for flood stage reduction as a function of flood hydrograph 
characteristics, breach width, flood storage areas, and tailwater depth have been developed. 
This study has three main components: (1) measurements and analysis of water depth 
at several locations upstream and downstream of the breach, (2) dimensional analysis by 
using Buckingham PI-theorem to obtain a nondimensional group of dependent and 
independent variables, (3) a multiple regression analysis of the nondimensional variables 
to find predictive relationships  for practical application.  
In the first part, eighty unique experiments were conducted. Three different breach 




crested weir was installed at the downstream end of the channel to control the water depth 
in the channel. The experiments were divided into two main groups. At first, the breach 
was closed at the beginning of the experiment and the floodplain basin was dry. The breach 
was opened instantaneously as soon as the flood wave arrived at a specific location 
upstream of the breach. The experiments were repeated by keeping the breach open 
completely with the floodplain basin having an initial tail water depth equal to the initial 
water depth in the main channel, 0.13 m.  
The results show that the water depth at two target locations was higher when the 
duration of the flood wave for the same volume of water was shorter. However, flood 
waves having shorter duration experienced a higher percentage of depth reduction. It has 
been also found that an increase in the breach width leads to a decrease in the water level 
in the main channel. The decrease was between 8.7-50 % in case of an active flood 
management scenario with zero tailwater depth in the flood basin and 2.6-28 % in case of 
a passive flood management scenario with the presence of tailwater in the basin. 
Furthermore, the floodplain area had a strong effect on water depth reduction at target 
locations. However, when the breach size was small, and the flood duration was short the 
flood basin area had a diminished effect.  Another important observation was that flood 
reduction was higher at upstream target locations than at downstream target locations.  
The volume of water that passed through the breach to the flood basin was calculated. 
The percentage volume of flood water that passes to the floodplain increased with an 




dependent on the flood duration. More floodwater entered the basin for hydrographs with 
a longer duration.  
In the second component the Buckingham Pi-theorem was used to obtain a non-
dimensional relationship between the dependent variable; i.e., the decrease in water depth 
at target locations (ΔYt) and the independent variables, i.e. (Qp, Tp, Tb, Ab, Wb, Wc, ρ, g, Xt), 
peak discharge, time to peak, base time, floodplain basin area, width of the breach, width 
of the channel, water density, gravitational acceleration, and target location, respectively. 
The resulting non-dimensional variables are, dependent variable (ΔYt/Wb) and independent 
variables (A/Wb





The third component involved multi-regression analysis to obtain mathematical 
equations relating to the dependent and independent nondimensional groups. In this 
analysis, the data was divided in to two main parts according to initial tailwater depth in 
the floodplain basin. The data were divided into four groups based on experimental 
conditions. For each group, a satisfactory agreement was found between measurements and 
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 1 0.298 0.302 
 2 0.278 0.282 
 3 0.23 0.234 
9 
 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
6 0.2245 0.242 0.249 0.249 0.258 0.264 
7 0.245 0.255 0.264 0.255 0.272 0.272 
8 0.210 0.225 0.23 0.221 0.234 0.235 
9 0.230 0.24 0.245 0.239 0.248 0.25 
10 0.188 0.201 0.203 0.21 0.21 0.22 
11 0.212 0.214 0.215 0.23 0.221 0.224 
6 
 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
16 0.228 0.26 0.259 0.261 0.265 0.27 
17 0.250 0.263 0.27 0.27 0.275 0.274 
18 0.228 0.241 0.24 0.225 0.245 0.242 
19 0.231 0.245 0.251 0.254 0.26 0.26 
20 0.202 0.210 0.212 0.215 0.22 0.23 




 1 0.298 0.302 
 4 0.271 0.274 
 5 0.23 0.232 
  L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
9 
6 0.2245 0.249 0.253 0.249 0.258 0.264 
7 0.245 0.26 0.264 0.255 0.272 0.272 
12 0.205 0.223 0.23 0.2207 0.23 0.234 
13 0.225 0.238 0.242 0.2307 0.25 0.246 
14 0.174 0.183 0.19 0.1807 0.189 0.187 




  L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
6 
16 0.228 0.263 0.257 0.261 0.265 0.27 
17 0.25 0.267 0.27 0.27 0.275 0.274 
22 0.209 0.236 0.236 0.225 0.24 0.24 
23 0.23 0.241 0.246 0.238 0.252 0.25 
24 0.176 0.196 0.197 0.19 0.199 0.188 


















 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
26 0.218 0.236 0.246 0.235 0.256 0.266 
27 0.20 0.22 0.228 0.203 0.229 0.23 




26 0.22 0.248 0.25 0.235 0.254 0.269 
29 0.20 0.225 0.23 0.215 0.235 0.236 














 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
31 0.198 0.23 0.24 0.222 0.252 0.26 
32 0.228 0.244 0.25 0.248 0.261 0.266 
33 0.187 0.213 0.221 0.21 0.225 0.226 
34 0.222 0.229 0.234 0.233 0.242 0.244 
35 0.172 0.19 0.192 0.206 0.206 0.211 
36 0.201 0.21 0.215 0.227 0.219 0.23 
 
6 
 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
41 0.208 0.249 0.25 0.251 0.256 0.258 
42 0.24 0.257 0.262 0.264 0.27 0.28 
43 0.219 0.23 0.232 0.223 0.24 0.24 
44 0.243 0.244 0.246 0.25 0.256 0.255 
45 0.195 0.205 0.206 0.20 0.213 0.225 





 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
31 0.19 0.24 0.246 0.222 0.252 0.26 
32 0.228 0.25 0.256 0.248 0.261 0.266 
37 0.164 0.218 0.22 0.186 0.223 0.225 
38 0.215 0.228 0.233 0.225 0.242 0.24 
39 0.146 0.18 0.18 0.143 0.163 0.168 






 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
41 0.208 0.245 0.25 0.251 0.255 0.265 
42 0.24 0.257 0.262 0.264 0.27 0.28 
47 0.193 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.235 0.227 
48 0.224 0.233 0.239 0.237 0.249 0.245 
49 0.168 0.18 0.19 0.176 0.185 0.173 













 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
51 0.17 0.237 0.239 0.196 0.248 0.25 
52 0.152 0.22 0.22 0.179 0.22 0.222 




51 0.177 0.237 0.24 0.201 0.248 0.250 
54 0.174 0.216 0.22 0.186 0.234 0.227 














 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
56 0.177 0.22 0.228 0.208 0.245 0.245 
57 0.218 0.24   0.245 0.246 0.258 0.265 
58 0.171 0.201 0.211 0.231 0.222 0.215 
59 0.2 0.222 0.229 0.23 0.24 0.245 
60 0.16 0.182 0.186 0.197 0.201 0.215 
61 0.19 0.201 0.201 0.224 0.211 0.226 
 
6 
 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
66 0.195 0.234 0.238 0.24 0.25 0.256 
67 0.228 0.252 0.254 0.257 0.265 0.268 
68 0.208 0.218 0.22 0.226 0.235 0.229 
69 0.236 0.238 0.24 0.246 0.253 0.25 
70 0.182 0.196 0.195 0.19 0.21 0.22 





 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
56 0.177 0.222 0.233 0.208 0.245 0.245 
57 0.211 0.24 0.245 0.246 0.258 0.265 
62 0.152 0.196 0.208 0.165 0.206 0.217 
63 0.206 0.22 0.227 0.216 0.236 0.234 
64 0.133 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.161 0.17 






 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
66 0.195 0.234 0.244 0.24 0.25 0.256 
67 0.228 0.252 0.254 0.257 0.265 0.268 
72 0.188 0.219 0.223 0.19 0.221 0.220 
73 0.210 0.229 0.23 0.23 0.245 0.240 
74 0.157 0.175 0.185 0.158 0.170 0.189 













 L3 L6 L5 L3 L6 L5 
76 0.160 0.209 0.21 0.194 0.227 0.234 
77 0.149 0.19 0.197 0.169 0.200 0.208 




76 0.164 0.209 0.220 0.194 0.227 0.234 
79 0.160 0.184 0.200 0.165 0.193 0.205 
80 0.130 0.150 0.160 0.123 0.145 0.164 
 
Table 4.3 P-value for the independent variables in first part of regression analysis 














P-value  P-value  P-value  
A/Wb
2 -----  0.000282 Significant -----  
Wc/Wb 2.456E-09 Significant 5.073E-05 Significant 0.000260 Significant 
Xt/Wb 7.078E-12 Significant 1.873E-09 Significant 1.39E-06 Significant 
TpQp/Wb






















Table 4.4 P-value for the independent variables in the second part of regression analysis 
G IV 
Independent variables P-value  
A/Wb2 0.002969308 Significant 
Wc/Wb 4.90506E-05 Significant 
Xt/Wb 2.68929E-08 Significant 
TpQp/Wb3 0.045475857 Significant 
TbQp/Wb3 0.019849155 Significant 
Qp2/gWb5 1.0049E-11 Significant 
 
Table 4.5 Percentage volume of water pass to the floodplain basin 
 Breach 
Width (m) 
The volume of water 
at downstream (m3) 
% Volume of water 
that released to 
floodplain basin 
Hydrograph 1 0 3.788  
Run 26 0.2 2.42 36.1 
Run 51 0.4 2.06 45.6 
Run 76 0.8 1.63 57.1 
Hydrograph 2 0 3.81  
Run 27 0.2 2.32 39.1 
Run 52 0.4 1.80 52.7 
Run 77 0.8 1.33 65.0 
Hydrograph 3 0 4.13  
Run 28 0.2 2.13 48.3 
Run 53 0.4 1.35 67.3 








Figure 4.1 Flood stage due to inflow hydrograph (1,2,3) at the target location (a) 




















































Figure 4.2 Flood stage due to inflow hydrographs (1,2,3) in case of initial tailwater 
depth in the floodplain basin at the target location (a) upstream of the beach (b) 



















































Figure 4.3 Nondimensional water depth upstream of the breach target location 
















































Figure 4.3 cont’d 
 
Figure 4.4 Nondimensional water depth at the downstream target location when 


























































































Figure 4.5 Nondimensional water depth at the upstream target location when there 
















































Figure 4.6 Nondimensional water depth at the downstream target location when 
















































Figure 4.7 The percent of water depth reduction at the upstream target location 





















































Figure 4.7 cont’d 
 
Figure 4.8 The percent water depth reduction at the downstream target location 










































































































Figure 4.9 The percent water depth reduction at the upstream target location when 













































Figure 4.10 The percent water depth reduction at the downstream target location 













































Figure 4.11 Depth due to the release of Hydrograph 1  in case of empty floodplain 






















































Figure 4.12 Depth due to the releases of  Hydrograph 1 in case of initial tailwater 
depth floodplain basin at the target location (a) upstream of the beach (b) 






















































Figure 4.13 Non-dimensional water depth due to Hydrograph 1 at target location (a) 















Area = 6 m2
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Figure 4.14 The effect of floodplain area on the water depth at the upstream target 
location when there is no tailwater depth in the floodplain (a) Hydrograph 1, (b) 
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Figure 4.14 cont’d 
 
Figure 4.15 The effect of floodplain area on the water depth at the downstream 
target location when there is no tailwater depth in the floodplain (a) Hydrograph 1, 
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Figure 4.16 Inflow Hydrograph 1 and outflow hydrographs  
 

















































Figure 4.18 Inflow Hydrograph 3 and outflow hydrographs 
 

































































Figure 4.20 Percentage of increasing the volume of flood water passed to the 











































Figure 4.21 Predicted and measured ΔYt/Wb (active flood management tests) 
 

















































Figure 4.23 Predicted and measured ΔYt/Wb  (flood basin with an outlet) 
 
















































5. CONCLUSION  
Two experimental studies related to levee breach flow have been conducted in this 
work. Extensive sets of data were collected from laboratory experiments and analyzed. The 
first study involves levee breach flow through a fully developed breach. Experiments were 
conducted by considering different breach openings and downstream water levels. Surface 
velocity and water depth were measured using a PTV method and an ultrasonic distance 
measurement probe, respectively. The data were utilized to calibrate model coefficients of 
a 1D dynamic model of dividing flow. The predictive model was further validated using 
measurements from a set of additional experiments showing satisfactory agreement.  The 
second study is focused on flood stage reduction by flow diversion using an active and a 
passive approach. In the active approach, a levee section is suddenly removed allowing 
diversion of part of the floodwater to an initially dry basin. This emulates the fuse plug 
method of an engineered levee breach. In the passive approach, the floodplain is already 
connected to the channel prior to the arrival of the flood. Different hydrograph shapes, 
breach width, and flood basin areas were considered. 
The important conclusions from the first study are listed below: 
1. Breach discharge increased due to an increase in breach width and an increase in 




2. The water depth in the channel decreased with an increase in breach width.  
3. The water surface in the area adjacent to the breach entrance had a significant 
undulation.  
4. A clear dip occurred in the water surface along the breach and it was more 
pronounced in case of large breach openings. 
5. The surface velocity in both directions was measured by using the PIVLab Matlab 
tool. A large stagnation area that developed downstream of the breach close to the 
right-side channel wall was identified from the surface velocity measurements.  
6. The stagnation zone area increased with an increase in the breach discharge and 
weir height.  
7. A one-dimensional analytical model was developed for estimating the discharge 
and average water depth within the breach from known upstream discharge and 
downstream water depth. 
8.  Two model coefficients appear in the control volume analysis used to derive the 
1D analytical model. These are the interfacial shear force coefficient, Ki, between 
the control volumes and the separation zone shear coefficient, Ks, for the stagnation 
force in the main channel downstream of the breach section. Both coefficeints can 
be expressed as functions of the relative breach to channel width and the upstream 
Froude number. 
9.  It was observed from the analysis that the value of the interfacial shear force 




10. The separation zone shear coefficient, Ks, increased due to an increase in the 
downstream water depth or breach width both of which lead to an increase in 
discharge ratio. 
11. Eight additional experiments were run to validate the analytical model by 
considering inlet discharge that was higher and lower than the constant discharge 
used in the first set of 28 experiments. A different breach width of 0.55m, not 
considered in the first set of experiments was used in these eight tests. The results 
show a good agreement between measurements and model prediction.   
The important conclusions from the second study involving flood management by 
controlled levee breach are outlined below: 
1. The water depth at upstream and downstream target locations decreased when the 
duration of the flood hydrograph increased for the same volume of water released.  
2. The percentage of reduction in water depth at target locations was higher for short-
duration high-peak floodwaves.  
3. An increase in the breach width led to a decrease in the floodwater level at target 
locations in the main channel. The decrease was between 8.7-50 % and 2.6-28 % 
for water level drop at the upstream target location 3 under the active and passive 
management scenarios, respectively. The small percentage was for the case with a 
breach width of 0.2 m and a basin area of 6 m2 and the large percentage was for the 




4. The floodplain area had a strong effect on the main channel flood stage reduction. 
However, the amount of flood depth reduction was also related to other parameters 
e.g. the flood duration and the breach size. 
5. A small breach size and a small basin area were less effective in flood depth 
reduction when the flood wave had a larger peak and shorter duration compared to 
equivalent cases with a smaller peak and longer duration flood wave.  
6. The upstream target location was affected more by the engineered levee breach than 
the downstream location. The upstream location experienced flood reduction due 
to wave modification whereas the downstream location experienced depth 
reduction due to a reduction in flow volume. 
7. The percentage volume of flood water that passed to the floodplain increased with 
an increase in the breach width. The volume of water entering the flood basin in 
case of the long duration flood wave, e.g., Hydrograph 3, was more than that in 
experiments involving Hydrograph 2 and 1.  
8. Non-dimensional relationship between dependent the variable; i.e., the decrease in 
water depth at target locations (ΔYt) and independent variables, i.e., peak discharge, 
time to peak, base time, floodplain basin area, width of the breach, width of the 
channel, water density, gravitational acceleration, and target location (Qp, Tp, Tb, 
Ab, Wb, Wc, ρ, g, Xt), has been developed.  
9. Multivariate analysis has been done to develop a prediction model for non-
dimensional depth reduction as a function of the non-dimensional groups obtained 
from the dimensional analysis. The data were grouped according to experimental 




scenario, closed flood basin, and open flood basin. It was found that except for the 
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